
Do you want to visit space one day?

What can you see in the night sky?stars

What is it?

the galaxy

What is it?
the solar system

What is it?

a planet

What planet 
is it?

the Earth

What is it?
the moon



Who are they? What can you use to explore the night sky?

a telescope

What can you see through it?

an alien an astronaut 

How can you get to them?



(by rocket)

a rocket

AAA! What is it?

an asteroid 



What is it?
a UFO

What is it?
a satellite



a large ball of burning gas in space that can be seen at night as 
a point of light in the sky

a vehicle used for travelling or carrying things into space, which 
is shaped like a big tube

 in stories, a creature from another world

one of many large rocks that circle the sun

a strange object in the sky, that some people believe is a 
spaceship from another world

the round object that moves in the sky around the earth and 
can be seen at night

one of the large groups of stars that make up the universe

a machine that has been sent into space and goes around the Earth, Moon 
etc, used for radio, television, and other electronic communication

a very large round object in space that moves around the Sun or 
another star

UFO

satellite

galaxy

planet

alien

moon

rocket

asteroid

star

Match.



Let’s explore the solar system.

/ˈmɜː.kjə.ri
/

 
/ˈviː.nəs/

/ɜːθ/

/mɑːz/

/ˈdʒuːpɪ.tər/

/ˈsæt.ən/

/ˈjʊə.rən.
əs/

/ˈnep.tjuːn/



The SUN
               Reading. What do you know about the sun? Listen, read and check your 

answers.

wordlist

basically – в основном 
scientist – ученый

to turn into – превращаться
to eat up – поглотить 

warning - предупреждение
to damage – повреждать
surface – поверхность
especially - особенно



text

T

F

T

F

T

F

The SUN
Read again and write T for True or F for False.



Complete the sentences with the words in the box.

close

shines

temperature

telescope

damaged

especially

solar system

Мой дом находится очень близко к центру 
города.

Я ненавижу темные цвета, особенно черный.
Температура очень высокая сегодня. Около 

40 градусов.

Какая самая большая планета в солнечной 
системе? Земля или Юпитер?

Я правда люблю лето потому что солнце 
светит весь день и цветы красивые.

В прошлом году сильная пурга повредила 
наш дом.

Я хочу телескоп на свой день рождения. 



Complete the sentences with the Future will and the verbs in the box.

not come

like

become

spend

live

will become

won’t come

‘ll like

will spend

will live



Speaking. Talk in pairs. What will your friend’s life be like in the future? 
Make predictions. Use the verbs given.

• become
• live
• travel
• have
• work
• buy

I think you’ll become an artist. 

Write about your life in the future. 
Use the ideas you discussed.

I think you’ll live in China. I think you’ll travel in the Crimea. I think you’ll have 10 children . I think you’ll work hard. I think you’ll buy a castle. 


